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electronic and magnetic propertiesProject

Nanographene or single layer graphite is defined as nanosized -electron systemAbstract of π

having open edges. According to theoretical predictions, it has an unconventionalResearch

electronic structure inherited to the presence of edges, which is essentiallyProject

different from that of other nano-carbon systems such as fullerene or carbon

nanotube, or bulk graphite. The edge-state generated around the Fermi energy is

suggested to give novel nano-magnetism including -electron-basedπ

ferromagnetism. Nanographite takes a great advantage in processing with electron

beam lithography and chemical modifications, from the point of molecular device

applications. We investigate the correlation of electron transport and magnetism on

the basis of atomic-level local structure. Target materials are nanographene

prepared from nanodiamond, activated carbon fibers consisting of 3-dimensional

network of nanographite domains, and nanographene grown on Pt substrate.

Followings are issues investigated in the present works; 1. site-dependent local

electronic structure of nanographene investigated by probe microscopes, 2.

gas-adsorption-induced control of nanoscopic magnetism, 3. applied field control of

nonequilibrium electronic state in nanographite network, 4. chemical modification

of nanographene edge and the elucidation of the origin of edge states, 5.

processing of nanographite wire using electron beam lithography and

geometry-dependent electron transport.
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